Push to Start AI
Choose from a broad
selection of enterprise
solutions to solve your
toughest data dilemmas

Most businesses want to benefit from AI, but without investing a lot of
time and untold resources to build it from scratch. For developers, the
struggle to create an AI application from nothing can take months!
That’s where Intel’s universe of partner solutions comes into play.
Get started today by choosing from Intel’s rich catalog of smart
enterprise apps and turnkey solutions that make it possible to unleash
more valuable insights faster and at lower cost than ever before.

Smarter Enterprise Apps – Integrate AI Today
On-premises or in the cloud, the smartest enterprise applications now
integrate AI that comes pre-optimized for the only mainstream data
center CPU with built-in AI acceleration – delivering big rewards with
greater ease.
Don't believe us? Check out the performance gains (see below) that can
be achieved just by switching to the new 3rd gen Intel® Xeon® Scalable
platform. Intel partners with the top data platform providers to deliver
outstanding ROI and performance so that nothing slows down your
data pipeline.
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Solution Vendor
Spotlight – Oracle
Choose a leading relational
multi-model database that
now supports AI functions
with Oracle’s built-in Machine
Learning Module. This data
science tool automates the
creation of ML models, enabling
almost anyone to get started
on AI. This service is free for
Oracle users and is a simple way
to adopt AI today.
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In-Memory Database

Intel and Oracle have a longstanding collaboration that generates
significant value for Oracle Database customers through a commitment to
industry standardization in configuration, integration, tuning, and support.
This co-engineering translates to lower TCO and better performance for
Oracle Database users. For example, Oracle DB optimized for Intel® Xeon®
Scalable processors and Intel® Optane™ SSDs provides:
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Solution Vendor Spotlight – SAP
Use a leading in-memory database that now supports AI functions
such as built-in predictive analytics library (PAL), conversational
AI, IoT, and robotic automation. These services give IT the tools to
transform unruly distributed data into relevant insights driven by
machine learning and deep learning.

For more than a decade, SAP and Intel have worked together to deliver
industry-leading performance of SAP solutions on Intel® architecture.
The direct output of this collaboration achieves better SAP solution
performance, scalability, reliability, and energy efficiency that translates
into favorable end user ROI and TCO.

Data-Driven, Made Easier –
Discover Over 200 Turnkey Solutions
Don’t have the time or expertise to build your own AI solutions from scratch?
We have you covered. The Intel® Solutions Marketplace and AI Builders
program have more than 200 turnkey AI solutions and services that span
the edge to cloud. We partner with leading ISVs to accelerate your time-tosolution and lower costs by optimizing these solutions for our widely available
Intel® processors or whichever domain-specific acceleration you need.

1 See [82] at www.intel.com/3gen-xeon-config. Results may vary.
2 See [83] at www.intel.com/3gen-xeon-config. Results may vary.
3 See [81] at www.intel.com/3gen-xeon-config. Results may vary.
4 See [80] at www.intel.com/3gen-xeon-config. Results may vary.
5 As tested by Prowess Consulting, for config details see https://www.
prowesscorp.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/190153-IntelOracle-IAvIBM-comparison-Final-v4.pdf
7 See [113] at www.intel.com/3gen-xeon-config. Results may vary.
8 See [114] at www.intel.com/3gen-xeon-config. Results may vary.
9 See [115] at www.intel.com/3gen-xeon-config. Results may vary.
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Customer Spotlight Computer Vision Solution –
Wipro + DC Water
DC Water, the leading water utility from Washington D.C., was looking
for a more efficient and accurate way to inspect their underground pipes
for possible damage. DC Water turned to one of our partners –
Wipro – to develop “Pipe Sleuth”, an AI solution that uses deep learningbased computer vision to automate the analysis of video footage of the
pipes. The utility was able to accelerate its time-to-AI while reducing
risk, cost, and improve the reliability of its wastewater and storm water
collection system.

Performance varies by use, configuration and other factors. Learn
more at www.Intel.com/PerformanceIndex. Performance results are
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costs and results may vary. Intel technologies may require enabled
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